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anyways, i hope you all enjoy all the new features, fixes and updates! i'm sure
with a game with over a million hours of playtime you can think of some other
cool features that we might add in the future. hey everyone! it's been a while

since i've written a death road to canada update. i'm incredibly busy, busy, busy,
but will try my best to make an update every month, especially for the launch of

each of the three major updates. today we are announcing scenarios and
horoscopes for the september 2017 update! inventions are a big part of the

upcoming updates, so i'd like to take this chance to give you an update on some
of the technologies we have planned. first, we have added a "portable"

teleportation generator. transporters, also known as carriers, are several inches
tall and weigh slightly more than they would weigh if they didn't have a long,

thin robot body. the transporter can be programmed to carry a small robot body
or a passenger, or you can use a communicator to call up your automated

platform directly. each transporter will carry up to four people. the transporter
will also be the source of special weapons, which is one of the three new game
mechanics we are introducing with the update. a special weapon is an item that
can shoot two types of projectiles at once. for example, you could get a launcher
with enough ammunition for one shot of ammunition to fire two rockets at once.
another special weapon might be a machine gun that can fire in six directions.

right now we are in "early development" mode for warheads, but we will be
using many of the same technology that is now used for inventions to develop
the new mechanic. in the future, warheads will be used to create giant death
balls that you can fire from portals and drop down on unsuspecting crowds of

walkers or humans. players will use turrets to fire lasers from these balls.
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there are times when we have to
go on a road in a different way

than we usually would, we have to
get from one place to the next. if
we have to, for example, we have
to use the left side of the street.
we'll find one way to get to the
other place, and that way can

either be a highway, or it can be a
road which can't be a highway; and
by that, we will know if we have to
have to get around a problem. we'll
have to go around a curve, but we
have no choice but to go that way.
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completed its settlement with the
federal trade commission (ftc),

which settled a complaint that the
company had deceived consumers
about the environmental benefits
of its vehicles. the company faces
separate similar cases in federal

district courts in chicago, new
jersey, and washington, d.c. the
cases in new jersey and d. are
ongoing and in washington, the

court has approved a $300 million
settlement. get the latest nissan
lease pricing & specials nissan
canada is offering a staggering

array of nissan lease finance and
contract benefits to the newest and

most popular nissan models. the
2015 nissan leaf is no exception,
and offers unparalleled savings to
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canadian consumers with a
competitive lease pricing . 2017
nissan lease agreements include

everything you need to know about
leasing, including detailed

information on leasing basics ,
assistance with your lease

calculations and online dealership
forms . state-by-state safety

incentive program: vulnerable road
users prevention program (vru)
funds are being distributed to a

total of 25 state and local
governments for programs and

infrastructure that benefit
vulnerable road users –

pedestrians, bicyclists and
motorcyclists. partners will

administer and administer grants
to low-income communities, rural
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areas, and tribal lands. (us dot)
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